Worksheet L5XQ – CHEM 121

Name: ______________________________________

Directions: Complete this worksheet prior to coming to the next class.
Inasmuch as there are some of you who are having a difficult time balancing simple redox reactions, I
decided to help you with an additional worksheet that is due completed in the beginning of your next
class.
Remember that when balancing redox reactions they MUST be redox – they can NOT be red-red and
they can NOT be ox-ox – if they are, then the proper response is “NR” for no reaction.
To assist you with this exercise, below, is an example of what you need to think about whilst balancing
simple redox reactions – the more complicated redox balancing is coming about the 12th week or so.
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Balance the following reactions per the example above, per the lecture notes/text, per the free Open
Stax textbook linked in/to the course snapshot and/or per any textbook of college chemistry in WNC’s
library:

1) Ca2+ + Au  Ca + Au3+

2) Na + Al3+  Na+1 + Al

3) Li+1 + Ba  Li + Ba2+

4) K + B3+  K+1 + B

5) Cs + Ag+1  Cs+1 + Ag
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6) Mg2+ + Al  Mg + Al3+

7) Ba + B3+  Ba2+ + B

8) Be + Be  Be2+ + Be2+

9) Sr2+ + Sr2+  Sr + Sr

10) Zn2+ + Sn4+  Sn2+ + Zn4+

11) Cu+1 + Hg2+  Cu2+ + Hg22+
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12) Cr3+ + Co  Cr + Co2+

13) Fe2+ + Fe3+  Fe + Fe

14) Cr6+ + Ni  Cr + Ni2+

15) The chemicals on the left side of the reaction arrow are called:

16) The chemicals on the right side of the reaction arrow are called:

17-30) List the reactant from questions 1-14 that is oxidized in each reaction in order.
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31-44) List the reactant from questions 1-14 that is reduced in each reaction in order.

45) List which reactions in questions 1-14 are “NR” and explain why.
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